LEGAL NOTICE

TERMS OF ACCESS

Any personally identifiable information you may provide to APP Timber and its affiliates (hereafter called “APP Timber”) via this Web Site (hereafter called “Site”) is protected by this Legal Notice.

Your privacy is important to APP Timber. This legal notice discloses the information practices for our Site, including what type of information is gathered and tracked, how the information is used, and with whom the information is shared.

This Legal Notice is applicable to this Site on the World Wide Web pages. When entering the Site, please read the Legal Notice. If you do not agree with the Legal Notice, please do not use the Site.

By accessing and using this Site, you hereby agree to the terms of this Legal Notice.

APP Timber may change the Terms of Access on occasion. Using the Site after the Terms of Access have changed means you accept the changed Terms of Access.

All content on this Site is protected by intellectual property rights (copyrights, trade marks or other rights and laws) and belongs to us. You need APP Timber’s prior written consent to deal with any of this Site’s content.

APP Timber takes no responsibility for sites linked to the Site. APP Timber also requests that you obtain permission prior to linking to this Site. If you do link to this Site it is at your own risk.

This Site may contain links to other Web sites. APP Timber is not responsible for the privacy practices or the content of those other Web sites.

You use the Site at your own risk. The Site may not always be available, for example, during maintenance or repair. APP Timber has worked hard to make sure that the content in the Site is correct, but it is provided “as is” and “as available”, without warranties of any kind (either express or implied). We accept no responsibility for any errors or omissions in content. We expressly exclude any representation that the materials are correct and fit for any particular purpose or use.

You agree that APP Timber will not be liable for your reliance on any information in this Site (even if negligently provided). You also agree that APP Timber will not be liable for any damages (direct, incidental, special, consequential, indirect or punitive) resulting from the use (or inability to use) this Site. To the fullest extent possible at law we exclude any liability arising from the use by you of any materials from this Site or any dealings between us and you arising from this Site. You agree that if we are held responsible for any damages or loss, APP Timber’s total liability to you for all damages, losses, and causes of action (whether in contract, tort – including but not limited to negligence – or otherwise) will not exceed the amount paid by you, if any, for accessing this Site.

If you breach these Terms of Access in any way you agree to keep APP Timber fully indemnified against all the consequences of your breach.

While we try very hard to keep information and materials on the Site secure and confidential, we are not responsible for any breach of security which is out of our control. We do not warrant that the Site is completely secure.

PRIVACY POLICY

APP Timber takes your privacy seriously. The Privacy Policy sets out generally how we may gather, use, disclose and manage personal information.

We respect your privacy and will ensure that all personal information, if any, stays within the APP Timber. We may use such information in relation to providing services and information to you. You are entitled to access the personal information we hold about you, and amend it if it is incorrect.

Personal information means information or opinions about an individual whose identity is apparent or can reasonably be ascertained from the information.

APP Timber will generally collect basic personal information about you, such as your name, address and contact details.

We may also request other specific information from you relating to the goods or services that you wish to obtain.

APP Timber will use any personal information collected for the purposes set out in this Privacy Policy, for any purpose disclosed at the time of collection or for related purposes.

Generally we will only use or disclose your personal information as follow:-

• to provide the product or service you have requested or to answer your inquiry;
• to third parties where we have retained those third parties to assist us to provide the products or services you have requested. for example we have contracts with third parties to assist us with functions such as mail outs;
• to different parts of APP Timber and with other entities in the APP Timber group to enable the development and marketing of other products and services and to improve our customer service in general;
• for direct marketing of products or services. if we contact you in this way without obtaining your prior consent, we will provide you with the opportunity to decline any further marketing communications;
• where otherwise legally permitted.

CONTACT US

If you have any questions about this Legal Notice, please Contact Us. We welcome your questions and suggestions.